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ABSTRACT
Collab-Hub is a networking tool for sharing data across the
internet for multimedia collaboration. Utilizing the Max
graphical coding environment and its integrated Node.js
functionality, Collab-Hub allows for multiple users to send
data easily and remotely so they can collaborate with that
data in real-time.

In this talk, we discuss the design of the Collab-Hub
framework and provide examples of using it to create scal-
able and reconfigurable interaction layouts between Max
patches and web-based instruments/interfaces. An analy-
sis of pertinent historical precedents highlights the advan-
tages Collab-Hub provides to artists who have little to no
web development experience or to those who may be new to
creating telematic and remote performance environments.
A showcase of works created with Collab-Hub demonstrates
the wide variety of artistic endeavors made possible through
the framework.

1. INTRODUCTION
Collab-Hub1 was born out of a desire to create local and

wide area networked musical performances that incorporate
audience participation and multi-user collaboration simul-
taneity. While a number of web-centric frameworks exist
for simplifying the communication process between users in
Distributed and Networked Musical Performances (notably
NexusHub by Jesse Allison2 and Soundworks by Sébastien
Robaszkiewicz and Norbert Schnell[2]), we chose to center
our efforts on brining these concepts to a wider audience of
musicians who many not have experience with JavaScript
but are eager to telematically collaborate with fellow elec-
troacoustic performers. Our interests in expanding the de-
vice set available for networked pieces that utilize the We-

1More information on the system along with a tutorial
and example interfaces can be found at https://github.com/
rioter00/Collab-Hub/blob/master/docs/index.md
2https://github.com/nexus-js/nexusHub
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Figure 1: The Collab-Hub logo

bAudio API as well as our backgrounds as avid designers
of software instruments led us to explore methods of in-
tegrating web techniques used to share control data over
a network with the user-friendly audiovisual and DSP ca-
pabilities of Cycling74’s popular Max software. Users who
develop instruments within the Max environment can now
easily control a fellow performer’s patch and relinquish con-
trol of their own instrument’s parameters through the addi-
tion of our Collab-Hub abstractions and bpatcher modules.
Through on-the-fly modifications, the routing of control data
throughout a patch or to any connected web-based instru-
ments can be manipulated mid-performance, allowing for
endless customization and improvisation. Beyond remote
collaboration, Collab-Hub can also be used in other contexts
regardless of locality, serving as a vital performance tool
for laptop orchestras, multi-channel speaker arrays, video
games, net art, multi-site installations, Internet of Musical
Things devices[1], and video art.

2. FEATURES OF COLLAB-HUB
During the design phase, we focused on creating a system

that would allow users to easily set-up and modify their pre-
ferred methods of sharing data and collaborating amongst
each other in performance. If desired, the types of data
and the routing topologies can be easily altered on the fly
in client Max patches, embracing that program’s penchant
for allowing quick-and-easy editing of a software instrument
while in use.

When sending data to the server, Collab-Hub requires all
users to prepended all data messages with one of three labels:
Control, Event, and Chat. Data sent with the Control label



Figure 2: Example of Max patch for requesting specific data from the Collab-Hub server in performance.

is meant to be used for continuous control of an instrument’s
parameters. An Event is an instantaneous occurrence, such
as a button press, a toggled boolean state change, a signifier
to start or stop a performance or playback action, or an
indication of a section change in a scored piece. Data sent
with the Chat label is designed for communicating directly
with specific or all connected users through text messages.

2.1 Basic Data Routing
All connected clients can receive a collection of every mes-

sage that has arrived at the server if they’d like, allowing
them to monitor all activity occurring amongst collaborators
during a performance. To tailor their specific Max patch or
web instruments to be controlled by one of more specific
collaborators, a user may choose to only grab select Control
and Event-labeled messages from the server and map that
data onto various parameters of their Max or web instru-
ments. To simplify this routing process, users must add a
Header string immediately following the Control or Event
label and before the message’s data value (only applicable
for Control-labeled messages).

2.2 Customizable Routing Topologies
Collab-Hub offers different methods for designing rout-

ing topologies between collaborators in a telematic perfor-
mance. Users are not limited to committing to single routing
topology model in a performance and can design works that
switch between each of these models at a whim. When de-
signing our routing topology methods, we felt that it was
crucial to focus more on how we wanted clients to be able
to interact with each other instead of simply adapting a tra-
ditional client-server communication scheme and sticking to
that one model. With Collab-Hub’s routing models, users
can send any data to any people privately and/or they can
send data designed to be grabbed (“observed”) by anyone
and everyone. This led to our two core transmission modes
- Public and Private - the former of which follows the ob-
server model of communication previously described, while
the latter is similar to other existing networking direct com-
munication protocols (such as OSC).

On a more macro-level of organization, users can take part
in a performance set inside of a segregated Namespace. Ad-
ditionally, users within a Namespace can further be divided
up into separate Rooms. These advanced layers of routing
can be helpful for ensembles (relegated to their own unique
Namespace on the server) who wish to design a series of dif-
ferent telematic works, each using specific instruments and

a specific sub-set of performers (with each set of performers
placed into specific Rooms). Using the ’Private’ communi-
cation model, users can direct messages using a Target flag
followed by either another user’s name or a room.

3. WORKS FEATURING COLLAB-HUB
Collab-Hub has been used to create a number of net-

worked multimedia projects. These projects include:

• SHP of THSEUS— a composition by the authors and
performers Anna Weisling and Jeff Herriot—which fea-
tures a series of labeled graphical images that are se-
quentially presented to each performer. When per-
formers receive a“sound”-labeled image, they interpret
their image and contribute sonically. When performers
receive a “control”-labeled image, they interpret their
image and send control data to the performers’ instru-
ments, affecting the gestures performed by others.3

• Rhumb-Line—a multimedia web-streamed installation
by Margaret Schedel, Robert Cosgrove, and Brian
Smith—which allows users to perform telematically
physical wooden frog sculptures and hear/view their
sonic output through a live audiovisual web stream.4

• Experiments in real-time interaction through net-
worked musical performances undertaken by Marc
Ainger and Federico Cámara Halac of the Advanced
Computing Center for the Arts and Design at Ohio
State University.5
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3https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEIwRtYCloQ
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